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Silicon absolute extreme ultraviolet !AXUV" photodiodes have been employed in a disruption
radiometer diagnostic for measurement of radiant power in the DIII-D tokamak with a 170 kHz
bandwidth. This is motivated by a need to improve the understanding of radiative processes in
tokamak disruptions. The diagnostic described in this article has a single line of sight though the
central plasma. Accounting for the photon energy dependence of the AXUV photodiode responsivity
is made possible by optical filtering, with the aid of spectra from an extreme ultraviolet survey
spectrometer. The appropriate effective responsivity for interpretation of the data is lower than the
nominal value typically used for the detector. In the current quench phase of disruptions, it is less
than half the nominal value. Comparisons with results from a foil bolometer find good agreement.
© 2004 American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.1642745$

I. INTRODUCTION

As a candidate concept for a fusion reactor, the tokamak
must overcome the problem of the sudden plasma termina-
tions known as disruptions.1 Disruptions in medium-size to-
kamaks, such as DIII-D, are characterized by a loss of the
stored thermal energy on time scales that can be as short as
10!4 s !thermal quench or TQ", followed by a dissipation on
a 10!3 s time scale of the energy stored in the poloidal mag-
netic field !current quench or CQ". Progress in the under-
standing of these events has been hampered by a shortage of
appropriate diagnostics. While a number of diagnostics are
fast enough to time resolve disruptions, and some diagnostics
produce measurements that are valid and potentially useful
during disruptions, few diagnostics meet both of these con-
ditions.

Radiant power is one quantity of central importance in
understanding the TQ phase of disruptions. Silicon ‘‘absolute
extreme ultraviolet’’ !AXUV" photodiodes2 have been ap-
plied to fusion plasma experiments in recent years,3–6 im-
proving the bandwidth available in radiant power measure-
ments. These devices are free of the ‘‘dead layer’’ that
commonly desensitizes Si photodiodes to ultraviolet radia-
tion, allowing continuous sensitivity from the near infrared
into the soft x rays. The disruption radiometer !DISRAD"
diagnostic7 for DIII-D, described in this article, employs
these devices, allowing measurements on time scales as short
as 10!5 s. This system has a single line of sight through the
plasma, shown in Fig. 1.

A standard diagnostic for radiated power measurements

in tokamaks is the foil bolometer. Although the temporal
response of the bolometer is limited by heat diffusion to
%10!2 s, the bolometer has the advantage of producing a
wavelength-independent measure of radiant power. The
faster AXUV diode is sensitive across the entire photon en-
ergy range from 1.1 eV to about 6 keV, but the responsivity
varies significantly over this range, as shown in Fig. 2. Ide-
ally, a constant responsivity would be needed to deduce the
radiant power !integral over the emission spectrum" from the
measured current in the diode. The work described here dem-
onstrates a technique to provide a quantitative measurement
of radiated power despite the variation in responsivity in the
AXUV diode over the relevant spectral region.

II. DESIGN

The responsivity of the AXUV photodiode !amperes of
photoconductive current per irradiant watt" is shown in Fig.
2. The flat part of the curve in Fig. 2 above a few hundred eV
photon energy, with responsivity S"0.275 A/W, reflects a
constant average electron–hole pair creation energy of 3.63
eV and complete collection of these carriers. The reduced
responsivity at lower energies is due to absorption in the
passivating layer !typically 6 nm thick" that covers the diode
surface. At low photon energies, the curve is also affected by
varying average electron–hole pair creation energy, and at
high energies !above a few keV" the responsivity falls off as
the absorption length begins to surpass the thickness of the
epitaxial layer in which the diode is constructed.

In DIII-D plasmas, important emission lines for radiative
power loss include Lyman & at 122 nm !10.2 eV" and the
C IV resonance at 155 nm !8.0 eV". The responsivity curvea"Electronic mail: dsgray@ucsd.edu
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varies considerably in this region. The measured diode cur-
rent can be written as

I"! S!E "P!!E "dE ,

where S(E) is the responsivity and P!(E) is the spectral
power !W/eV" incident on the detector. The approach taken
in this work is to determine averaged responsivity values Seff
for various conditions, by which the current can be expressed
as I"SeffP, where the total power P"'P!(E)dE is the ac-
tual quantity of interest. This is accomplished by using an
AXUV linear array and applying energy selective filtering to
different elements. Three array elements view the plasma,
essentially in the same spatial region !the views fan out
slightly in the toroidal direction". One of the elements has an
unfiltered view of the plasma; the other two elements are
filtered, as shown in Fig. 3.

The filters consist of blank substrates !2 mm thick, 12.5
mm diameter disks" of different materials, each cutting off
below a certain wavelength. The filters are from Acton Re-
search Corp. of Acton, MA. Responsivity curves with the
filter transmittances folded in are included in Fig. 2. The
elements are named ‘‘Q,’’ ‘‘M,’’ and ‘‘V’’ according to the
filter. Element Q has a cultured quartz filter, which passes at
155 nm but blocks at 122 nm. Element M has a MgF2 filter,
which passes both 155 nm and 122 nm but blocks wave-
lengths shorter than %110 nm. Element V is unfiltered. A
blind element is also used to monitor for signal influences
unrelated to optical radiation, e.g., hard x rays or external
electronic influences !Fig. 3". Using linear combinations of
the currents measured in the three array elements, it is pos-
sible to obtain an effective responsivity weighted by the
emission spectrum. The additional data and analysis needed
to derive this effective responsivity are discussed in Sec. III.

In typical disruption events in DIII-D, DISRAD needs to
measure brightnesses up to %103 W cm!2 sr!1 (%105 J ra-
diated on a %3#10!4 s time scale from a 2#107 cm3 vol-
ume plasma, viewed along a 102 cm long chord". The pho-
todiode array views the plasma through a pinhole aperture in
a stainless-steel disk of thickness 50 (m. Pinholes of diam-

FIG. 1. The DISRAD diagnostic on DIII-D. The three view chords fan out
toroidally and have the same path in the poloidal cross section.

FIG. 2. The responsivity curve of the AXUV photodiode. Curves including
the transmittance of the MgF2 and cultured quartz filters are also included.
Curves are based on data from manufacturers. The four energy bands re-
ferred to in the discussion are indicated.

FIG. 3. Overall block schematic diagram of the DISRAD diagnostic.
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eters 100 (m and 200 (m have been used at various times.
Use of a steel foil thinner than 50 (m would lead to prob-
lems with soft x-ray transmission and possible foil overheat-
ing. Because of these same two concerns, a thicker copper
foil !125 (m thick, 0.5 mm hole diameter" is also placed
directly in front of the steel foil. The distance from the pho-
todiode array to the pinhole is 50 mm. The use of filters
necessitates the introduction of a mask to control the light
reaching the photodiode active surface. This mask reduces
the exposed area of each element to about one-tenth of its
full active area.

Degradation of the responsivity of these photodiodes oc-
curs with cumulative exposure to radiation in the spectral
region of strong absorption in the SiO2 passivating layer !9–
200 eV, roughly". By tailoring the composition of the passi-
vating layer, ‘‘AXUV-G’’ diodes have been developed,
which have greatly reduced the degradation rate compared to
a plain oxide layer.2 An AXUV-G array is used in DISRAD.
Still, in measurements from hydrogen plasmas, degradation
is a concern because Lyman & is near the most damaging
wavelength. It has been demonstrated, however, that the re-
sponsivity of the AXUV-G devices can recover fully from
degradation if the exposure is turned off for a sufficient
length of time.8 In the DISRAD diagnostic, any responsivity
loss from a DIII-D discharge !estimated to be of order
0.001%" is expected to be fully recovered in the time before
the next discharge, which is typically 10 min or more.

Another concern is radiation damage from high-energy
neutrons, which is known to occur in photodiodes. Injection
of deuterium neutral beams for plasma heating in DIII-D
produces 2.5 MeV neutrons, with an average flux of roughly
1#1012 cm!2 per operations year in the diagnostic. The
principal deleterious effects of neutron exposure on photodi-
ode performance are: !1" reduced responsivity for some pho-
ton energy ranges and !2" increased dark current—both re-
lated to reduction in the minority carrier lifetime. The rate at
which this damage occurs depends on the semiconductor
type (p or n Si", resistivity, and construction.9 For the de-
vices used here !25 (m thick, 80 ) cm epitaxial p-Si layer
on p$ substrate", the damage is not expected to present
significant problems at the 1#1012 cm!2 neutron fluence
level. Therefore, the detector arrays do not need to be re-
placed more frequently than once per year in this application
of the diagnostic.

The currents in the array elements are detected by tran-
simpedance amplifiers !AD745 with 150 k)"10 pF feedback
network", with the common anode of the array biased to
!8 V. With bias, the junction capacitance of each 2 mm
#5 mm element was found to be %200 pF !this varies from
array to array". The cable to the current detection circuit adds
another 100 pF. The resulting bandwidth is found to be 170
kHz. Variable-gain instrumentation amplifiers following the
detection circuits allow measurements in quasisteady !non-
disrupting" plasmas, as well as during disruptions, in which
the brightness is %102 times higher. The photocurrent detec-
tion limit for quasisteady plasmas !noise floor with band-
width reduced to 30 Hz" is %5#10!11 A, while the highest
measurable photocurrent during disruptions !instrumentation
amplifier input limit" is 3#10!6 A. The cable between the

diode and the current detection circuit is short (%0.6 m) to
minimize cable capacitance. As a result, the circuit is close to
the tokamak magnets and is exposed to large, time-varying
magnetic fields. Rejection of pickup from these fields was an
important factor in the design of the detection circuits.
Avoidance of magnetic induction pickup influences is espe-
cially important in measurements from the relatively dim
quasisteady plasmas.

Analysis of the DISRAD data is aided by measurements
from the ‘‘core SPRED’’ XUV survey spectrometer10 in
DIII-D. The line of sight of the SPRED diagnostic is in the
equatorial plane of the tokamak, passing tangentially through
the plasma. Although this view does not coincide with that of
DISRAD, both pass through the plasma core and avoid the
divertors, so comparison of the two is reasonable. The
SPRED has limited time resolution for disruptions; with a
minimum integration time of 1 ms, only a few spectra can be
acquired in the course of a disruption. Despite these limita-
tions, the spectra provided by the SPRED are important in
interpreting the DISRAD measurements. The spectrum al-
lows a weighted average of the responsivity to be calculated
over the spectrometer domain !the ‘‘C band’’ in the following
discussion", a region over which the responsivity varies
strongly.

III. ANALYSIS

In order to interpret the data from our four-channel diode
array, we identify four significant photon energy bands: ‘‘A’’
!1.1 to 8.3 eV", ‘‘B’’ !8.3 to 11 eV", ‘‘C’’ !11 to 130 eV", and
‘‘D’’ !130 eV to %6 keV). The A band is seen by all chan-
nels !V, M, and Q", the B band by channels V and M only,
and the C and D bands are seen only by channel V. The C
band is the domain of the SPRED.

We seek to determine the radiation from each of these
four bands independently, using the equations

# IQIM
IV

$"# SATQA 0 0 0
SATMA SBTMB 0 0
SA SB SC SD

$# PAPBPC
PD
$ .

Here Ik is the measured current for channel k , Tkx is the
transmittance of the channel k filter in band x , TkxPx is the
radiant power incident on the diode (Px is the unfiltered
power", and Sx is the AXUV diode responsivity. The A band
is assumed to be predominantly C IV !8.0 eV", so the values
SA"0.125 A/W, TQA"0.79, and TMA"0.83 are used. The B
band is assumed to be predominantly Lyman & !10.2 eV", so
SB"0.11 A/W and TMB"0.55 are used. For the D band,
SD"0.275 A/W is used. For the C band, SC is taken as an
average over the spectral responsivity curve, using the cali-
brated SPRED spectrum as a weighting function.

Although there are four photon energy bands of interest,
there are only three channels of measured photocurrent. Dif-
ferent assumptions are used to close the system of equations
in the two cases of disrupting and quasisteady plasmas.

In disruptions, the system is closed by assuming that
PD"0. In the CQ phase, the plasma is too cold to produce
radiation in this high-energy band. The assumption is more
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questionable in the TQ phase, which is a transition from
normal tokamak conditions to the cold CQ conditions.

In quasisteady plasmas, the D-band emission is not neg-
ligible. The C-band power can be obtained from the SPRED
measurement, using the SPRED absolute brightness calibra-
tion. To obtain PC in DISRAD, the total SPRED brightness
(W cm!2 sr!1) is adjusted to account for the different path
length through the plasma. Both viewing chords pass through
the plasma core, but since they pass through in different
ways, this determination of PC is approximate. With PA and
PB taken from IQ and IM , and with PC provided by the
SPRED, PD is deduced from IV . The absolute brightness
calibration for the SPRED is not needed in the disruption
case; in that case, only a relative calibration curve is needed
to find the weighted average SC .

In either case, after deducing the radiant powers in the
four spectral regions, an effective responsivity can be calcu-
lated as Seff"IV /(PA$PB$PC$PD). As discussed below,
we find this figure to be sufficiently reproducible in disrup-
tions that good quantitative results can be obtained from this
type of diagnostic without the need for filtering and spectral
decomposition, i.e., by simply measuring the unfiltered chan-
nel V. In the quasisteady case, Seff is more variable and the
spectral decomposition analysis discussed above is needed to
obtain good quantitative results.

IV. RESULTS

Now, we turn to analysis of data from a DIII-D disrup-
tion. The total brightness measured by DISRAD during a
locked-mode disruption in DIII-D is shown in Fig. 4. The
peak brightness in Fig. 4 corresponds to a photocurrent of
about 0.5 (A in the diode; this is equivalent to millions of
incident photons per microsecond, assuming %10 eV per

photon, so photon statistics are not of serious concern. In
Fig. 5, the brightness is displayed separately for the A, B,
and C bands.

The weighted-average responsivity Seff is found to have
a steady value of 0.12 A/W during the current quench. This
result appears to hold generally for disruptions in DIII-D;
while Seff is not always as constant as in Fig. 4, the 0.12 A/W
value is valid within 10%. In quasisteady plasmas, Seff is
more variable. The grayed interval in Fig. 4 indicates one of
the integrations of the SPRED; in this case, the integration
time was set to 5 ms. The averaging of the responsivity in
band C during this integration is illustrated in Fig. 6, which
includes the SPRED spectrum from the grayed interval in
Fig. 4. At first glance, the weighted average value SC

FIG. 4. DISRAD measurements of total brightness (PA$PB$PC) from a
locked-mode disruption in DIII-D. The grayed interval indicates the integra-
tion period for the SPRED spectrum shown in Fig. 6. The effective respon-
sivity is found to be 0.12 A/W under these conditions. The brightness mea-
sured by the equivalent bolometer channel is also shown. Integrating the
brightness over the disruption, the DISRAD and bolometer signals give
nearly equal emitted energies. The series of flux contour plots was produced
using the JFIT code.

FIG. 5. The A-, B-, and C-band brightness values shown here add up to the
total brightness in Fig. 4. The C-band responsivity values are also given,
with plot symbols centered in the SPRED integration periods for which the
values were calculated. Interpolation of SC between these points has been
used to calculate the Seff in Fig. 4. The current measured in the unfiltered
element is also shown.

FIG. 6. In band C, the responsivity curve of the AXUV diode is averaged
using the SPRED spectrum as a weighting function. The spectrum shown is
from the grayed interval in Fig. 4.
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"0.125 A/W in Fig. 6 may have the appearance of being too
high, as the strongest radiation in band C is at energies with
lower responsivity values. Two factors counterbalance this in
the averaging process, however. The first !noting that the
responsivity curve S(E) passes through 0.125 A/W at about
17 eV photon energy" is that the energy domain in the C
band is much wider above 17 eV than below. The second is
that the departure of S(E) above the average is generally
larger in the domain above 17 eV than the departure below
the average at lower energies.

To illustrate the time evolution of the spectrum in the
disruption, four consecutive spectra are shown in Fig. 7.
Little difference is found among the first three spectra, while
the fourth is less bright as the main plasma has drifted out of
the view of the spectrometer. The flux contours in Fig. 4 are
produced by the magnetics code JFIT.11

A foil bolometer diagnostic is present on DIII-D,12
so comparisons with DISRAD are possible. Figure 4 in-
cludes the brightness measured in the equivalent bolometer
channel, i.e., the channel with a similar r–* path as
DISRAD, at a different toroidal location. The reason for
the appearance of power in this signal before the disruption
is that the bolometer signal processing system applies
acausal temporal smoothing in the process of deducing
power from the rise in foil resistivity. Integrating over the
time of the disruption, good agreement is found: DISRAD
measures 0.39 J cm!2 sr!1, while the bolometer finds
0.41 J cm!2 sr!1, thus increasing our confidence in the cali-
bration method for DISRAD.

The brightness measured during a complete quasisteady
discharge is shown in Fig. 8. The brightness from the equiva-
lent bolometer channel is shown for comparison. The analy-
sis of the DISRAD data is completely independent of data
from the bolometer. The agreement is quite good, although
DISRAD tends to read 10%–20% lower than the bolometer.
In contrast to the disruption case, the effective responsivity

deduced from the DISRAD analysis varies considerably in
the quasisteady case. Typically, however, the value Seff
"0.18 A/W can be used to obtain a reasonable estimate of
the radiated power.

V. DISCUSSION

The results shown here demonstrate that the use of the
nominal soft x-ray responsivity of 0.275 A/W for AXUV
photodiodes is inappropriate for measuring total radiated
power in plasma devices, such as DIII-D, that have substan-
tial carbon line emissions. In the current quench phase of
disruptions in DIII-D, we find the appropriate average to be
Seff"0.12 A/W. The strength of these detectors for radiated
power measurements in magnetic fusion plasma devices is in
response time more than in absolute sensitivity.

Charge exchange !CX" neutral particles may produce
significant effects in some AXUV diode applications, de-
pending on the energy of the particles and on whether the
geometry allows the particles to reach the detector. In DIS-
RAD, neutrals generally do not play an important role. A
neutral that is not reflected at the diode surface or implanted
as a neutral may produce signal in the diode, provided that
the incident energy is high enough that the ion resulting from
the stripping process can penetrate the passivating layer. As
with photons, the responsivity to neutrals thus has an energy
dependence not exhibited by bolometers. Results from
SRIM13,14 indicate that the range of deuterium ions in SiO2
exceeds the 6 nm thickness of the passivating layer for inci-
dent energies above %250 eV. At energies above %2 keV,
the AXUV responsivity to deuterium ions is comparable to
that for photons.15

CX neutrals from various sources must be considered
separately. CX between thermal edge ions and recycling gas
produces neutrals with relatively low energy (%Ti ,edge), and
hence the diodes have little sensitivity to the associated heat
flux. In contrast, bolometers are sensitive to these particles,
and the lower reading of DISRAD in Fig. 8 compared to the

FIG. 7. Four SPRED spectra were acquired in this disruption and are over-
laid here with the responsivity curve !broken line". Little difference is ob-
servable among the first three spectra, while the fourth is much lower in
intensity. The second spectrum corresponds to the grayed interval in Figs. 4
and 5 and appears also in Fig. 6.

FIG. 8. A comparison of radiated power in a nondisrupting plasma, as de-
termined by DISRAD and the equivalent channel of the bolometer diagnos-
tic. Neutral beam power of 2 MW is applied at 500 ms and then removed at
900 ms. From 1500 ms to 5000 ms, about 5 MW of beam power is applied.
An H-mode transition occurs at 2600 ms. A pellet is injected at 3000 ms.
Agreement is good, although DISRAD tends to read somewhat lower than
the bolometer.
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bolometer may be related to this difference between the de-
tectors. In neutral beam heated plasmas, higher-energy neu-
trals can be produced by CX between either edge fast ions
and recycling gas !energy up to %Ebeam), or core ions and
beam neutrals (%Ti ,core). In DISRAD, fast edge particles do
not have a large enough pitch angle to reach the detector
!except possibly in sufficiently low-density plasmas".16 Core
particles may reach the detector if the diagnostic view passes
through the neutral beam path and if the CX neutrals are not
reionized by the plasma. DISRAD views a neutral beam near
the end of its path through the plasma, where generally only
a small fraction of the beam neutrals remain.

Used in parallel with standard bolometers, AXUV diodes
can provide finer time resolution of power in transients in
quasisteady plasmas. In disruptions, accounting for the re-
sponsivity is relatively simple, and these devices provide
measurements that have heretofore not been available.
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